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I. Introduction 

The goal for our project is to create an interactive maps software that allows visitors to the Colorado 

School of Mines library and maps room to place a digital pin on a map of Colorado, the United States, and 

the world based on where they live. The software collects the location information and displays maps 

relevant to said location and where to find them in the map room. The software also links to a site where a 

heatmap will be maintained. The client for this project is the Colorado School of Mines library and maps 

room, specifically Chris Thiry the maps and GIS librarian. They wish to improve the experience of peopl e 

visiting the library by telling them about maps relevant to their hometown. They also want to gather 

demographics about where people visiting the library are from. There are no previous versions of this 

software, and we will be starting everything ourselves. The Colorado School of Mines library and maps room 

have a database of the maps they have available. This database contains information on types of content and 

where to find it. The information is currently in two Excel spreadsheets which list maps and either US county 

or country respectively. The hardware interface will consist of a Windows computer where visitors can 

interact with the maps with a mouse. The computer was provided by the library, and we did not need to set 

it up, but we did need to optimize the software for the display size. We only used a few acronyms that we 

define here and in the appendix, the first being GIS which stands for Geographic Information System. We 
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also used some APIs which stand for Application Programming Interface and UML which stands for Unified 

Modeling Language. Users of the software will be visitors to the Colorado School of Mines library and maps 

room. The Colorado School of Mines library and Chris Thiry are the clients and stakeholders because they will 

be using the software to collect demographic information on visitors and can improve their collections based 

on those demographics. The client also wanted the software to be open source for other institutions to use, 

making other libraries, museums, and academic institutions stakeholders too.  The client requested that the 

software be able to work without a major overhaul for three years, after which someone will look at what 

needs to be updated. The client will need to be able to maintain the maps database for that information to 

be helpful to users. Chris Thiry will also need to go to the computer to send himself the visitor data and use 

that data to update the heatmap we link to. 

 

II. Functional Requirements 

The functional requirements of this project revolve around delivering the end outcome of displaying 

the location of maps within the library to the end user using our GUI. The user needed to be presented with 

a home screen containing three map options. These include maps of Colorado, the United States, and the 

world. The user needed to be able to select one of these options which presents them with a bound map 

where they can then place a pin on their hometown. The Colorado and United States maps are broken down 

by state and county and the World map will be broken down by country. The end user also needed to be able 

to zoom in and out on all maps. After the pin is placed, the country, county, state, and time stamp are stored 

in our visitor schema which can be referenced by the library later to determine where visitors are from. 

Finally, the shelf location of where the end user can find a map from the hometown needed to be displayed 

on the screen in a pop-up that is easy to read and derive from. 

 

III. Non-Functional Requirements  

The non-functional requirements of this project include the end-user experience and aesthetic of the 

application. Our client made the point that the application should look “cool”. The GUI should be smooth and 

easy to use, which encourages more people to use it. The software will not collect any information or data 

from users outside of what is required for successful functionality. The software should be reliable and 

intuitive enough for people to use it without instructions. Our client has additionally requested that the 
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software be open source so that other libraries across the country would be able to use it. Furthermore, the 

software should use open-source resources to minimize software development costs and optimally run on 

the provided hardware. 

 

IV. Risks 

We identified four major risks to our project that could slow down our development. The first risk we 

found was that there might be difficulty communicating the technical details of our project with a client who 

is not super technical. We decided that it was likely we would run across this risk at some point during the 

project, but that the impact of this would be small as the solution is easy. To help with this problem we made 

sure to communicate everything clearly with the client and ensured he understood all the technical aspects 

that he needed to. The second risk that we found was an unfamiliarity with the necessary software to get 

this project working from scratch. We classified this risk as very likely as none of us had worked with all the 

necessary software and we all needed to learn some. We decided that this risk would have a moderate 

impact on our project because any time we came across something that we didn’t know, all members of the 

group took time to follow tutorials and do research to familiarize ourselves. The third potential risk we 

identified was the library database being messy and hard to use, which we classified as moderately likely. 

This would have meant taking time to clean the database, we classified this as having a  moderate impact on 

our project. There was no real way to mitigate this risk, but once we did receive the database, we only had to 

do some cleaning, as the database was reasonably clean already. The final risk we identified was running into 

difficulties making the code open source, which we classified as likely to happen. This would only have a 

minor impact if we ran into this, since the code was built of components that can all be open source already, 

and we just needed to make sure we gave good documentation as to how another institution could change 

the code to fit their system.    

 

V. Definition of Done 

The definition of done consists of the main idea that the application at least meets the aspect of a 

minimum viable product. The minimum useful features include displaying maps with pinch and zoom 

functionality, displaying a pin for visitor's hometown when they click on a map, processing the data from the 

end user click, and generating a pop-up consisting of the shelf location where a map from a clicked location 

can be found in the library. Additionally, the team will test the software extensively to ensure that the data 
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populated is accurate and locations are returned as expected. The database will also be checked for 

accuracy. The product will be delivered as a Windows application designed to work on a computer in the 

library at the end of the semester. 

 

VI. System Architecture  

Figure 1 displays our application design and flow. Our application starts on a home screen that uses 

Java Swing to display action buttons and information. The most important buttons are the Colorado state, 

United States, and world buttons, clicking on any of these buttons redirects the user to the map screen but 

with different bounds to zoom in on the selected local. Then the user clicks the map in the area of their 

hometown, a digital pin appears, and the program calls another file with API information.  The APIs convert 

the latitude and longitude data collected by the user’s click into the county, state, and country data to be 

collected and displayed to the user. If the user had selected an invalid area, such as the ocean or Antarctica, 

the API returns an error, and the program informs the user and asks them to try again. After the API returns 

usable data, a python script is called to get the library shelf data and return it to the main java program. The 

returned shelf data is displayed in a pop-up and the user can then return to the map and select another 

location or return to the home screen.   

 
Figure 1 – Final Application Flow 
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In implementing our software design, we encountered a few challenges with the map display and the 

usability of the data. As mentioned in our risk assessment, none of the team members were familiar with 

maps software or APIs, therefore getting the map displayed was the first big design challenge we addressed. 

The other hurdle we faced was the usability of the data returned from a user clicking on the map. Any map 

API that we would attempt to use would return values for latitude and longitude, while the library database 

contains information on the county, state, and country. Creating a new database to convert the data would 

have been a massive undertaking, so we used a couple more APIs to convert the data.  

The central feature of our program is the map display. We considered a few map APIs when starting 

the project, however, our lack of budget and time constraints were heavy factors in the decision of which API 

to use. In choosing an API we heavily considered what we needed our map to do. The client wanted a map 

that would zoom and pan, this is called a slippy map and is similar in style to Google Maps. The Google Maps 

platform is universally recognized and has an API system; however, the numerous options and varying price 

points led us to consider other options first. Open Street Map and Map Box both had free-tier APIs but also 

steep learning curves.   

A technical feature of this scope that none of the team members are familiar with was going to take 

time, but an important part of working with limited time is to know when you have been attempting 

something too long and when you should start another approach. Our initial program utilized ArcGIS as it 

was free and utilized JavaFX for a cleaner GUI. We found that it required an extensive installation of SDK 

modules that were difficult to install and get working. In addition, this method made it difficult to pass data 

the way we needed to in order to provide the functionality requested by our client. The documentation and 

example of loading an OpenStreetMap layer using ArcGIS Enterprise SDK can be found here [1]. After a 

couple of weeks of trying to get the Open Street Map and ArcGIS APIs integrated into the Java project, we 

took another look at Google Maps and ended up achieving the map display by using a static Google Maps API 

and the jxMaps library.  

Another large feature of our project is converting the latitude and longitude data that we return into 

state and county data if the click was in the US or country data otherwise. For this, we needed a reverse 

geocoding API, which takes latitude and longitude data and returns information, usually in a JSON object, 

about the location of that point. For the state and county conversions inside the US, we decided to use the 

FCC’s reverse geocoding API [2], because it is based on direct census data from the 2020 census and would 

most likely have the most up-to-date information. That API is updated every census, so if our code is still in 
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use in 2030, then all it would take is changing one line to update it to the most recent data. For the country 

conversion, there was not one agency that provided an up-to-date API, so we decided to go with the 

Nomanatim reverse geocoding API from OpenStreetMap [3]. This API does an accurate job of converting 

each point to its corresponding country but is not regularly updated with any border changes. This API also 

does not have all the country names in the JSON object that is returned, therefore we decided to return a 2-

digit country code instead since the API has all those in the JSON object. After a user clicks, we first run the 

point through the Nomanatim API, which tells us the country code that the point is in, and if the code is US, 

then we send the point through the FCC’s API to get the state and county, if it is not we only return the 

country code. This data is all stored in a Java class, which can then be accessed to send into the python 

script. 

 

VII. Technical Design  

Our program’s main functions and GUI display are written in Java, however, Python’s pandas library 

was the most straightforward method of accessing our databases. To accommodate the Python script in a 

Java project, we utilized a process builder. The integration of a Python script in a Java project also 

necessitates that the python files be added to the source packages when bui lding the project into an 

executable. The technical design of the application had the goal of creating an executable that combines all 

aspects of user interface efficiency while providing the most functionality in a local setting. The specific parts 

we desired to highlight are covered below.  

The most important aspect of our technical design revolved around the implementation of our 

databases. This is essential in the processes of returning correct results to the user and collecting 

information to be utilized later in aspects such as a heat map or improving library map collections based on 

geographic trends. We used two databases in our project, one from which we retrieved data from and one 

which stored user data. Figure 2 is a schema for both of our databases, which includes 4 tables, Visitor, 

Library Inventory, US Counties, and Countries. The Visitor schema contains all the information from a visitor 

to the library who clicks on the map. It has sections for their country, state, county, and a timestamp of when 

they clicked. Whenever a user uses our map, they will be stored in this visitor schema, which populates in an 

excel file that Chris Thiry can access easily from the machine. The US Counties schema contains a lot of 

information from Mr. Thiry that we do not use, the main things we use are state, county name, and drawer 

case number. We can use the countries schema, similarly, using just country name, drawer case number, and 
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country code. These can be joined into one library inventory schema that joins on the shelf locations and 

holds all the information on the location. When a click is converted to country, state, and county by the 

reverse geocoding APIs, we can then query the appropriate database, either US Counties or Countries, and 

return the associated map shelf location for that click.   

 

Figure 2 – Database Schema 

One of the techniques we used to create the functionality of returning the shelf location of the maps 

from our local schemas was externally running a python script within our Java project to utilize data 

processing from libraries such as pandas. Figure 3 below shows the code used to call the Python script via a 

process builder. Figure 4 below demonstrates how the process builder works.  

 

Figure 3 – Process Builder Code 

 

Figure 4 – Process Builder Flow 
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Initially, a process builder within our Java is initialized where “each ProcessBuilder instance manages 

a collection of process attributes [4].” The process builder takes in a command specifying the language to be 

used in the local execution. In our case, this is python as we are utilizing pandas' data functionality to process 

shelf locations associated with a user map click. Furthermore, the script location and arguments are passed 

into the process builder. This allows us to call our script locally and pass in attributes including country, state, 

and county. The builder then runs the script with arguments using the local installation of python. This 

means that the local installation of python must be fully functional with all the relevant library installati ons 

for execution to properly occur. Lastly, results need to be returned from the local run of the external script 

for values to be passed down further through the application. In our case, we were able to use a buffered 

reader to get the input stream from the console and store it. ProcessBuilder does have built-in redirect input 

and redirect output methods that allow for input and output sources to be specified in other use cases [4].   

The central part of the program is the map display. To achieve the map display we used a static 

Google Maps API and the jxMaps library. Figure 5 is how the map displays after the user clicks the United 

States button on the home screen.  The jxMapViewer library and API is an “open-source Swing component 

created by the developers at SwingLabs [5].” The library was released in around 2010 but was revived into 

jxMapViewer2, an updated open-source version [6].  

  

Figure 5 – United States Map Display 
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Additionally, while slightly less technical, we utilized jxMapViewer’s waypoint feature to meet our 

client’s requirement of a pin drop appearing on the map when a user clicks a location. Figure 6 contains code 

demonstrating the waypoint functionality. Here we use a HashSet of waypoints and a painter tool to create 

the map overlay where the pin displays appropriately. Additionally, we utilize features such as Geo 

Positioning to set map bounds and other functionality. 

 

Figure 6 – Waypoint Code 

 

VIII. Software Test and Quality 

To ensure that our code meets all quality standards, we made sure to test 5 specific aspects of our 

code. The first, most basic level of testing we did was to make sure that the basic functionality meets the 

definition of done. We must test that clicking all over the map returns the correct outputs of resources in the 

library, these should be accurate in most cases but could be weird in areas with border disputes. We tested 

along borders and coastlines and tested clicking in unpopulated areas such as oceans or Antarctica as well. 

The program returned an accurate location and the correct resources for a valid location or an error message 

for unpopulated regions. The second category of testing we did was having unit tests for user input and heat 

map outputs. We tested that the heat map is generated correctly based on the stored data of user locations, 

and we entered some dummy data to test this. We want the heat map to be accurate for the locations of 

people, and link correctly every time. For edge cases, we tested high and low numbers of people in regions, 

made sure the heat map adjusts to this and returns the correct map. The third major category of testing we 

did is verifying that we didn’t go over any API call limits. We ended up using all free APIs for our software so 

there is nothing we need to check here. The fourth category of testing was to make sure that no latitude or 

longitude data is stored permanently. We made sure that with a click we retrieved latitude and longitude, 

then translated them to generic data about county, state, or country, but we deleted latitude and longitude 
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after the conversion. We also won't collect any other personally identifying information from any users. The 

last category of testing that we did is testing to accommodate many users in one day. We tested with large 

quantities of dummy data to make sure that everything continues to update as we go. We only needed to 

test with one at a time, since there will only be one computer, and only one person can use it at a time. We 

needed to test the same number of people that would potentially be visiting a museum in a day since this 

might be implemented in one. Following these 5 categories of testing helped to ensure that our code is high 

quality and well-developed.   

 

IX. Project Ethical Considerations 

Looking at the ACM ethics guidelines, we found six that apply to our project [7]. The first is ACM 1.3 

which is to be honest and trustworthy. We wanted to ensure that we are honest with how data is stored 

from users, and we made sure that we only use the data for the purposes that people are expecting. The 

next guidelines are ACM 1.6 and 1.7, which state to respect the privacy and confidentiality of our users. We 

do not collect any personal identifying information and specific click information, (latitude and longitude) is 

only stored temporarily. The only stored information is county, state, and country, while latitude and 

longitude data is destroyed when the user returns to the home screen.  Our fourth guideline is ACM 2.1 

which says we should strive to achieve high quality in both the processes and products of professional work.  

We worked to make our product the highest quality possible and ensure that our client was happy with the 

final product. ACM 3.1 states that the public good should be the central concern during all professional 

computing work. We followed this in our project by making sure that our project is designed to help the user 

and that the priority behind our motivation is helping visitors to the library. The last principle we needed to 

follow is ACM 4.1 which states that we needed to uphold, promote, and respect the principles of the code. 

These line up closely with some of the IEEE ethical guidelines, so we decided to only list the ACM guidelines 

[8].  We followed this in making our project open source, making sure that any future users of the code also 

follow our principles, and that the code could be maintained by future developers. In following these ethical 

principles throughout development, it was unlikely that we would run into any ethical challenges, and our 

final product would be a demonstration of ethical computing.   
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X. Results  

Our final product includes most initial features at an acceptable level approved by our client. These 

include implementing a home screen with three map selection options of Colorado, the United States, and 

the world. Each one of these selections correctly displays with appropriate bounds. The map has optimal 

click, zoom, and panning functionality. In addition, the user can drop a waypoint marker on the map that 

returns a pop-up consisting of shelf locations where the user can find maps of that location. The user can 

then choose to return to the map and choose another location or return to the home screen. From the home 

screen, the user can additionally select an option that will take them to a browser consisting of a heat map 

that the client will upload periodically.  

The database implemented consists of a country, US-counties, and visitors' schemas that interact 

with the application. Upon each map click, both country and us-county schemas are queried given a 

conversion input from our API latitude and longitude parser. The visitor's schema is populated after each 

waypoint drop with data needed to populate the heat map. The database should remain functional for the 

lifetime of the application and certainly for three years of operation without intervention as requested by 

the client.   

The only feature that we did not implement was automatic heatmap generation from stored data. 

After extensive attempts, we could not create the map and insert it into the application dynamically for the 

user to view. We pivoted with guidance from our client to have an optional browser option that they will 

periodically update it.   

Testing was performed extensively throughout the development process. We tested border regions 

and disputed areas to ensure that results were accurate and returned appropriately. Additionally, oceans 

and Antarctica do not return values and suggest choosing another location. Time was also a large factor in 

testing, and we found that some regions can take a few seconds to generate results but overall is rela tively 

fast.   

Usability tests demonstrated proficiency in the user’s ability to successfully use the application and 

yield the desired result. The returned data accurately allows the user to locate the shelf location within the 

library of maps that have relevance to their hometown or a clicked location. This greatly enhances the visitor 

experience given the experience of locating these at faster rates with more convenience offered than a 

manual search.   
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XI. Future Work 

The baseline product has been produced with most of the functionality requested by the client. 

Future work for the project would mostly include complete integration of a heatmap that populates 

automatically and is presented to the user given data collected within local schemas. Additionally, future 

work would include aesthetic changes to enhance the appeal to the user. We would also suggest that the 

project be modified and loaded onto a touch screen for usability. We believe a touchscreen option would 

increase user traffic and create a better user experience.   

Resources required to further work on the project include NetBeans, Python3 (version 3.9 or higher), 

the latest java installation, and a computer or laptop running Windows OS. Additionally, the local installation 

of python (environment variables and pip installs) must be functioning for the application to successfully 

operate.   

Knowledge & skills required include familiarity with jswing for GUI development, proficiency in both 

Python and Java languages, an understanding of databases and structure, and external scripting (I.e. running 

a python script within a java application and returning results). Knowledge of using and integrating APIs and 

open-source libraries is also essential for the further development of our application.   

We estimate that the recommendations we have made for further work would require a timeline of 

roughly a month. Most of the time would be spent working on the full integration of the heatmap feature 

and the rest would be allocated toward graphic design improvements.   

Given more time and resources, we would have liked to implement the heat map as mentioned 

above from the collected data in the visitor schema. We found that it requires a lot of new development to 

achieve this, which is the main reason we were not able to achieve the heat map feature. Future work could 

be done by anyone who uses our open-source code, and they could implement any of these features by 

working off our base code and knowing the necessary software.   
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XII. Lessons Learned 

Throughout this project, we learned a lot about the challenges of starting a project from scratch and 

bringing it to the final implementation. The first major thing that we learned is that APIs can be difficult to 

implement in Java, but once they are working, they are very useful for handling small tasks for the code. 

Another thing we learned is that map GUIs are difficult to get working and getting the GUI to work with the 

specific map API took many attempts before it started to work. Another challenge we encountered and 

learned from was integrating python into a java program. We learned a lot about how to integrate one 

language into another, and we faced some struggles getting the code to work correctly with the integration. 

Once we got it working it was super useful, as we were able to do all our database work in python which is 

much nicer.   

One main lesson that we learned from all these struggles is that building a program from scratch 

requires multiple iterations and multiple frameworks until we can find the correct set of pieces that can all 

run together in one IDE. Another lesson that we learned from doing this project was that developing the 

application flow is incredibly important to implementing the code. Without our helpful flow diagrams, it 

would have been much harder to know how all the parts communicate with each other, and the 

implementation was much easier when we had a plan.   
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Appendix A – Key Terms 
Include descriptions of technical terms, abbreviations and acronyms 

Term Definition 

API Application Programming Interface – allows out program to communicate with 
another computer program.  

GIS Geographic Information System – a database containing geographic 
information.  

UML Unified Modeling Language – used to create a diagram to better understand our 
database system.  

GUI Graphical User Interface – the system the user interacts with to change the 

display or get information.  

SDK Software development kit – a collection of software development tools.  

Open source Denoting the software as free and available to the public.  

 


